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Vivid Sydney (the “Festival of Light, Music, and Ideas” held across the city each winter) 
featured an installation in 2019 by Dutch artist Toer. Called Firefly Field, it captured 
imaginations as 2 million+ visitors interacted with it in-person and then many of them 
shared it online (it was one of the ‘most instagrammed’ of Vivid’s 2019 installations). Toer 
described the installation in this way:

(https://studiotoer.com/firefly-field-for-vivid-sydney/)

Firefly Field 
 

What is the collective noun for a group of fireflies? A swarm seems too beastly. A lantern?
A twinkle? A shimmer of fireflies?  

Firefly Field is a mesmerising installation of 500 flying light points that simulate the 
movements of these nocturnal lampyridae. Glowing. Darting. Hovering above the ground. 
The ever-changing bioluminescence of each one is reflected in the grassy slope. Firefly light 
is usually intermittent, and flashes in patterns that are unique to each species. Each blinking 
pattern is an optical signal that helps fireflies find potential mates. On mass, they create a 
dynamic light scene that triggers visitors’ curiosity and awe. 

With Firefly Field, Dutch artists Toer share their fascination for the aesthetics and
movement of these tiny winged creatures, and their interest in the way dynamic
moving light can express a mood. This minimalist arrangement consists of LED 
light points housed in ransparent capsules supported on superfine, barely visible
steel rods that flex and spring with the weight of the pod, giving each firefly its  
unpredictable and natural movement.



Lasallian Reflection is developed by the Lasallian Formation for Mission Team. 
For more information contact us at: 
     formationformission@delasalle.org.au        02 9795 6400        www.delasalle.org.au 
Or follow us on social media:
     lasalleanzppng                 @lasalleanzppng

When was the last time that you experienced awe?
That you were surprised by the joy and beauty around you? 

What has provoked your curiosity recently?
If you can’t recall the last time that you were curious, what might you get curious about?


